FRIDAY: March 24 PM

12:00-1:00  Arrival 411 West Hall

Learning
1:00 – 2:00  Xu Tan - "Learning in Local Networks" Wei Li and Xu Tan
2:00 – 3:00  In-Koo Cho - “Gresham's Law of Model Averaging” In-Koo Cho and Kenneth Kasa
3:00-3:30:  Break ☕

Coordination
3:30 – 4:30  David Dillenberger - "Group-Shift and the Consensus Effect"
4:30 – 5:30  Isa Nicolas Chaves Villamizar and Shota Ichihashi - “When to hold an auction?”
6:00-7:45:  Evening Event – rsvp speakers

SATURDAY March 25

8:00-9:00:  Continental Breakfast ☕

Cooperation
9:00 – 10:00  Ilwoo Hwang - “Uncertainty-driven Cooperation” Doruk Cetemen, Ilwoo Hwang and Ayça Kaya
10:00 – 11:00  Vijay Krishna - "Communication and Cooperation in Repeated Games" Yu Awaya and Vijay Krishna
11:00-11:30:  Break ☕
11:30 – 12:30  Charles Zheng - “A Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Peace“

12:30-1:30:  Lunch

**Robust Mechanism Design:**

1:30-2:30  Gabriel Carroll - “Robustly Optimal Auctions with Unknown Resale Opportunities” Gabriel Carroll and Ilya Segal

2:30-3:30  Roberto Serrano - “Level-k Mechanism Design” Geoffroy de De Clippel, Rene Saran and Roberto Serrano

3:30-4:00: Break

4:00-5:00  Peter Troyan - “Obvious Dominance and Random Priority” Marek Pycia and Peter Troyan

5:00-6:00  Shuguang Zhu - “On the Foundations of Ex Post Incentive Compatible Mechanisms“ Takuro Yamashita and Shuguang Zhu

6:45 Conference Dinner University of Michigan Museum of Art (Speakers)

**SUNDAY March 26**

8:00-9:00: Continental Breakfast

**Contracting and Group Formation**

9:00 – 10:00  Rohit Lamba - “A Theory of Dynamic Contracting under Financial Constraints” Ilia Krasikov and Rohit Lamba

10:00–11:00  Chris Shannon - “Verifiability and Group Formation in Markets” Suzanne Scotchmer and Chris Shannon

11:00-11:30: Break

11:30–12:30  Anqi Li - “Optimal Incentive Contract with Endogenous Monitoring Technology” Anqi Li and Ming Yang